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**Author’s response to reviews:**

Dear editors,

We received further editor comments for our manuscript entitled “Epidemiological analysis of the Kaohsiung city strategy for dengue fever quarantine and epidemic prevention” (Manuscript Number: INFD-D-19-01893) and have made further adjustments to the document.

We have edited the manuscript in accordance with these suggestions, and below presents a point-by-point response to the comments. We believe the review process has significantly strengthened the main conclusions of our manuscript.

Yours sincerely,

Chun-Hong Chen, PhD
National Institute of Infectious Diseases and Vaccinology,
National Mosquito-Borne Diseases Control Research Center
National Health Research Institutes (NHRI).
35 Keyan Road, Zhunan, Miaoli County 35053, Taiwan.
Tel.: 886-37-246166 ext 37777
Fax: 886-37-580964
Q1. Please be sure to clarify whether additional permission was required to access the data used in your study in the Ethics Approval and consent to participate section. Please also include a direct link to the data used in your study, in the Availability of Data and Materials section.

A1: (1) We thank for your commands and will revise the "Availability of Data and Materials" section in line 299-305,

All case data is freely available online, with information regarding Kaohsiung Dengue fever cases being found on the Taiwan CDC website (http://www.cdc.gov.tw/english/index.aspx). This study was deemed unnecessary for the ethics approval according to “Communicable Disease Control Act” of Taiwan, because this study used processed data sets without any personal identifiers, and did not involve any of the data sets in such a way that individuals might be identified. Although no personal identifiers were involved and no individuals stood to be harmed by the study, institutional research guidelines were adhered to ensure scientific soundness.

(2) We reconfirmed all the data websites that can be directly linked in the text including the Availability of Data and Materials section.

Q2. *As a reminder, please proofread and ensure that when you upload your revised submission it is in the final form for publication. Please remove any tracked changes or highlighting and include only a single clean copy of the manuscript. Should you wish to respond to these revision requests, please include the information in the designated input box only.

A2: We thank editor’s reminding. We will revise our manuscript and submit a single clean copy as instructed.

FORMATTING CHANGES:

Q1: Please ensure that the author lists exactly match on the tracking system, article file and supplementary information (if a supplementary file has been provided).

A1: We thank editor remind. we have corrected the order of authors in the submission system.